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Partnering to explore: The Renault–Nissan Alliance
as a forerunner of new cooperative patterns
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Abstract

While inter-firm cooperation is expected to pave the way for new innovative business opportunities, it has proved to be highly
risky and difficult. This article analyses the emergence of the Renault–Nissan Alliance through the cooperative development
of the first joint platform. In such collaborations, the relationships are as precarious as the potential synergies are uncertain.
We argue that the building of a new collective identity requires specific managerial models to design simultaneously common
purposesandcollective identity. Several managerial implications are derived for inter-firm partnerships that aim at exploring
new fields. But given the difficulties of managers, the paper also discusses possible legal implications and suggests a new type
of contract, which would actually support the development of exploratory partnerships.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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In 1999, Renault caused a considerable stir by be-
oming Nissan’s biggest shareholder. At this point, the
artnership between Renault and Nissan was very pre-
arious and, considering both the major economic and
roduction crises Nissan was going through, and the
roblems encountered in other mergers in the auto-
otive sector [cf. Renault’s previous attempts (Bruner
nd Spekman, 1998); DaimlerChrysler (Waller, 2001),
tc.], there were grounds for concern about whether it
ould last. But while Renault has since reinforced its
osition as the Japanese manufacturers’ main share-
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holder, the two brands have nevertheless succeed
preserving their own identities. Yet, the “Alliance” b
tween the two brands has not only made possib
number of joint projects, but has also led to the
ation of institutional entities for strategic comma
and operational coordination. Once competitors,
nault and Nissan have become partners in new e
joint-ventures, and, notably, in Renault–Nissan
Other common structures have been set up, inc
ing Renault–Nissan Information Services (RNIS)
Renault–Nissan Purchasing Organization (RNPO)
though the brands are still fully autonomous from
operational point of view, Renault and Nissan h
completely transformed their mutual expectations
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scope of their collaboration, and the very identity of
their union.

In a context in which inter-firm cooperation is a
growing concern among firms, this building of a new
collective identity raises several questions: how has it
been conducted and monitored? What were the condi-
tions and the managerial levers that made possible the
emergence of a real collective identity? What were the
main factors involved? Was the process aided by the
institutional environment and by legal devices? If so,
what was the importance of their role compared to that
of management? Does this success reflect institutional
innovations or, rather, new managerial abilities?

An analysis of the Renault–Nissan merger can
serve as a framework for a description of potential
institutional or managerial innovations. While inter-
firm cooperation is expected to create new business
opportunities and new potentials for competitiveness
(Hagedoorn, 2002; Powell et al., 1996), it is widely
acknowledged that it is highly risky and fraught with
difficulties. As previous studies have shown, most
endeavours have failed: despite the enthusiasm for
setting up inter-organizational relationships in inno-
vative sectors, a large number of unproductive and
prematurely terminated alliances have been reported
(Barringer and Harrison, 2000). Consequently, the
emergence of a successful collective identity, espe-
cially one in which the identities and strategies of
the partners have been preserved, is of major inter-
est. We have had the opportunity of observing the
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heterogeneous series of realities and can engender
legal and financial confusion (McCahery, 2001;
Young, 2000). Hence, the real question is whether
existing legal frameworks and available contractual
tools are appropriate to this kind of entity.

The paper is set out as follows: in the first section,
we attempt, in a brief survey of the literature on inter-
organizational relationships, to isolate possible inter-
pretative approaches to the Renault–Nissan Alliance
and the managerial processes involved in it. In the
second section, we present the case by studying the first
joint platform development from a design perspective.
As we shall see, this first common project was a means
for both partners to explore the potential synergies of
their alliance. In the third section, we will discuss the
most important factors that, in our view, firms need to
manage successfully in order to foster the emergence
of successful partnerships. Finally, our conclusion will
lead to a broadening of the discussion in which we will
examine some of the implications of our analysis not
only from the point of view of organization theory but
also by suggesting possible modifications in legal in-
stitutions.

1. Literature review: how should the
Renault–Nissan experience be interpreted?

In the spring of 1999, Renault and Nissan’s CEOs
negotiated a possible acquisition by Renault of the
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ooperative process from the inside when we
ied out an in-depth analysis of the developm
f the first joint platform from October 1999 to Dece
er 2000. This study is part of an on-going research
ram on innovative design management, which aim
roviding a description of network dynamics mana
ent as part of the innovative process.
This article argues that the building of a n

ollective identity requires specific manage
odels: the challenge is to design simultaneous

ommon purposesanda collective identity. Decision
trategic frameworks need to be complemented b
nderstanding of design processes (Hatchuel, 2001
ggeri, 1999). These considerations imply not on
discussion of the literature on hybrid organizatio

ut also raise the question for policy makers of w
ind of entity the alliance between Renault and Nis
onstitutes? The term “alliance” itself covers a v
apanese manufacturer. For Nissan, this became
ial, as the company had lost its competitive ed
nd its production rate had decreased by 20% s
992. For both companies, bringing their teams
ether meant much more than an acquisition: the

iance, not yet a legal entity, was created to develop
rojects. And the vision was promising: not only di
reate the possibility of a major rationalization of
anufacturing systems of both companies, but s
etworks were very complementary and each m

acturer could benefit from the technical expertise
rganizational know-how of its partner. Moreover,
ault was willing to implement a strategy frequen
dopted by most manufacturers: the developme
ommon platforms (roughly speaking, the wheel b
ystems), which could pave the way for substa
conomies in developmental costs (design studies

otyping, validation protocols), industrial equipm
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and purchasing. It would also make it possible to pre-
serve brand identity and vehicle diversity.

It was a context in which the nature of the relation-
ship between the two manufacturers was rather am-
biguous: they were still competitors in world markets,
Renault was the owner of Nissan and, at the same time,
the two manufacturers had set up the Alliance to sup-
port common projects. The potential challenges inher-
ent in such a project are legion and, as a perusal of the
growing literature on inter-firm relationships reveals,
the case can be interpreted in several different ways.

1.1. Defining appropriate structures according to
joint projects

From an economic point of view, the Alliance
between Renault and Nissan can be seen as a means
of integrating two companies in order to improve
coordination and achieve cost reductions (Contractor
and Lorange, 1988). Even if they are competitors,
manufacturers can profit from integration through
additive alliances (Dussauge and Garrette, 1998), ben-
efiting from economies of scale and increasing their
bargaining power vis-à-vis suppliers. In this regard,
the goal is to develop a relationship, which makes
it possible to exploit such opportunities to the full.
This analysis seeks to compare alternative governance
structures and their efficiency according to the nature
of the targeted projects (Ravix, 1996). It focuses on
the risks of cooperation in uncertain situations in
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corporate cultures and strategies (Boyer et al., 1998),
and were not used to working with former competi-
tors. In this perspective, the collaborative process can
be a way to develop common ground and interest over
time. The formal entity would result from various non-
contractual mechanisms such as self-enforcing con-
tracts (Dyer and Singh, 1998). The transaction cost eco-
nomics approach stresses the importance of relational
norms and social sanctions in reducing behavioural
uncertainty and ensuring the successful fulfilment of
joint commitments (Ring, 1997; Ring and Van de Ven,
1994). Of the governance mechanisms, trust is most fre-
quently mentioned, playing a major role in minimising
the threat of opportunism. Other methodologies hold
that private authority (Ménard, 1998, 2002), reputation
(Larson, 1992) and other social norms sustain cooper-
ative efforts under uncertain conditions and encourage
the parties’ willingness to realise long-term benefits,
thus providing a basis for reciprocal action.

Even if these approaches generate a thorough anal-
ysis of the nature of the relationships, they fail to de-
scribe adequately the processes at play in collective en-
deavours. They focus on behavioural uncertainties and
on the form of the relationships, but they take “trans-
actions” and possible collective actions for granted.
Yet, how can the relationships be adequately known
when potential collective actions are still undefined? In
the case of Renault–Nissan, possible common projects
were far from being specified upstream. Indeed, there
were many potential synergies (and, consequently pos-
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hich actors have limited rationality and opportuni
ehaviour (Williamson, 1983). The analysis mainl

ocuses on contractual arrangements, negoti
actics and the regulation of exchange behaviou
rotect transaction-specific assets and predict effe
erformance via contingent claim contracts and for
afeguards (Child and Faulkner, 1998). The contract
ust be adapted to the joint projects in orde

vercome contingencies and divergences of intere
An initial interpretation would consist of an analy

f the entire process, from the setting up of the Allia
o the creation of a formal equity joint-venture in 20
s a negotiation: the partners would need to eva

heir partners’ equities, capabilities and willingnes
ooperate before selecting the appropriate govern
tructure.

As a matter of fact, the companies had very
le knowledge of each other. They had very differ
ible areas of cooperation), but their viability and f
ibility could by no means be taken for granted
ad yet to be demonstrated. In this respect, the cre
f the Alliance could be seen as a means of avoi
aving to define the governance structure prematu

nstead of focusing on mutual safeguards, the m
acturers were free to explore potential synergies
ossible joint projects.

.2. From interdependencies to the building of
ommon projects

“Knowledge-based theory” (Conner and Prahala
996) takes a different tack from transaction c

heory. The former assumes that cooperation ag
ent between Renault and Nissan is a means o
uiring knowledge that is heterogeneous, distrib
mong various actors, and embedded in organizat
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routines (Levitt and March, 1988; March, 1991). Given
the absorptive capacity of a firm (Cohen and Levinthal,
1990), an evolutionist perspective would explain the
Alliance as a means of bringing the engineering teams
together and of sharing and developing knowledge.
Thus, the form of the Alliance is necessarily akin to
the nature of knowledge involved (Hamel, 1991). In
this perspective, limits of integration are linked to the
constrains of coherence within a portfolio of core-
competencies (Dosi et al., 1990).

The development of a joint platform would, then, be
a means of setting up joint organizational routines and
coordination mechanisms that make possible the ef-
fective transfer of knowledge (Gulati and Singh, 1998;
Saxenian, 1994).

Yet, here again, we observed that the engineering
teams were not merged but, rather, worked indepen-
dently from one another in the first years of the Al-
liance in order to limit coordination costs and avoid
irreversible commitments. Moreover, the implementa-
tion of such coordination mechanisms was hindered
by a high degree of uncertainty: did the partners know
what they wanted to learn from each other? How could
it be ensured that the collaboration would generate pos-
itive outcomes? And if a joint project was the most ad-
equate lever to get to know each other, why would the
parties be willing to involve themselves when the out-
come of such a project was both fuzzy and risky? As
long as there was no formal commitment, both manu-
facturers could refrain from collaboration if the threat
o ning
b
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More interestingly, some authors have analysed
these processes in terms of the co-evolution dynamics
of product qualification and collective identities. This
problematic has been extensively addressed in the
literature and important features of actual innovation
processes have been highlighted. According to this ap-
proach, innovations stem from compromises resulting
from controversies, negotiations and coalitions be-
tween heterogeneous actors (Callon, 1986). Thus, man-
aging innovation means managing the transformations
that contribute to the emergence of new compromises
(Callon et al., 2001). Following this interpretation,
some authors have examined the isomorphism between
institutions and objects and the co-evolution of rela-
tional structures and strategic intents (Koza and Lewin,
1998, 1999). Doz has analysed successful alliances by
concentrating on the iterative process of revision of
initial conditions that enable mutual learning and, con-
sequently, convergence (Doz and Hamel, 1998; Doz,
1996). It is our view that this approach is the one best
suited to the problem of exploration. What is at issue is
the scope of both the revision and the devices required
to guide these dynamics effectively. More specifically,
we intend to describe the means and levers that Renault
and Nissan have used in order to construct a common
identity.

2. Research setting and methodology
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.3. Combining learning and relational dynamics

Hence, these well-known theories appear to
imited since they are based either onidentified
ransactions or interdependencies, or onwell-known
bjectives or interests. They fail to explain the dyna
volution of both the Alliance’s structureandprojects
et, strategic analysis has gone far beyond the
f given and pre-defined objectives to show
trategies are mainly developed in an iterative
daptive way, especially in innovative and turbu
nvironments (Martinet, 1993; Ponssard, 199).

nstead of studying the forms of and factors invol
n cooperation, the focus should be on the process
ooperation.
In September 1999, Renault’s management
orried. The decision to develop a common platfo
ad been taken a couple of months back, but it
roved to be problematic in many respects. As stu
rogressed, it became apparent that there were
hared vehicle components than initially expected.
ous problems had cropped up that were threate
o disrupt the schedules of various vehicle proje
oreover, the relationship between Renault and

an design teams was becoming tense and the inte
as not working as well as had been hoped. The

egitimacy of the Alliance was at stake. An exter
tudy was therefore commissioned to analyse coo
tion on the platform development. The study was
igned with a view to understanding the perception
oth teams and providing management with a num
f recommendations.
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This situation provided us with the opportunity of
collaborating with the engineering teams in order to
analyse their cooperative set-ups and processes. Our
empirical analyses are therefore based on an interven-
tion research methodology (David, 2001). As argued
by Yin, this method makes it possible to monitor,
in real-time, the evolutions, problems and changing
interpretations of cooperative processes. Case studies
methodology is acknowledged as a way of developing
grounded theories(Glaser and Strauss, 1967). This
methodology is especially helpful when problems
cannot be evaluated from an external point of view,
and when it is necessary to interact with the actors to
analyse the problems, describe underlying logics, and
monitor the implementation of experimental solutions.
In this perspective, the methodology represents quite
a unique way of challenging prevalent theories and
defining new trends and innovations in a changing
business environment, and is especially useful in
drawing up a picture of the dynamic evolution of
alliances and of their governance structures over time.
Case studies actually represent “unique opportunities
for empirical and theoretical interpretation, and a
means of developing an evolutionary understanding”
of inter-firm connections (Koza and Lewin, 1999).

The empirical observations concern the initial phase
of the Renault–Nissan Alliance, from October 1999
until late 2000. They focus on the development of the
first common platform for both Renault and Nissan’s
new vehicles. Interviews were conducted with main
managers, engineers and technicians who were in
charge of developing or prototyping common parts.
A further series of interviews was conducted with
designers, architects and experts contributing to some
critical parts of the platform, an area in which problems
arose. Archival written material was also collected and
the researchers attended meetings and strategic boards
French managers appointed in Japan were also inter-
viewed. Several intermediary reports were written with
a view to gathering reactions, checking the validity
of the data and refining our interpretative framework.
In the course of the study, an interactive process gave
rise to further and more detailed questions. A Japanese
team was asked to conduct additional interviews based
on Nissan guidelines in Japan. The final conclusions
were discussed and validated with both hierarchies.

In the following section, we present the case of the
development of the first common platform.

3. A first platform development as a vehicle to
explore synergies

When the decision was made to develop a com-
mon platform for the small–medium segment, the idea
seemed promising and both manufacturers could an-
ticipate the benefits from such a joint project. As men-
tioned above, the platform strategy was a means of get-
ting the teams together and sharing knowledge. But it
had other objectives that have been well documented in
the literature: with the acceleration in product renewal
rates, single manufacturer projects stood accused of
wasting resources on solving recurrent problems and
not gaining sufficient benefit from past experiences. A
platform strategy aims at counterbalancing this single
project focus (Cusumano and Nobeoka, 1998) and at
multiplying product variations with shorter lead times.
According to Cusumano and Nobeoka, this type of co-
ordination involves the transfer of the “platform” from
one project to another. Drawing on a comparative anal-
ysis, the authors demonstrate the effectiveness of the
notion of transfer. For this type of strategy to be set up
within an organization, suggested solutions combine
matrix organizations, involving dual responsibility for
engineers to improve information-sharing, and com-
mon development centres.

Naturally, when it comes to manufacturers sharing
platforms, the strategy is more difficult to implement.
But more generally, the main difficulty of platform de-
velopment is probably underestimated in the literature:
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eveloping a platform actually has very little to do w
traditional project development. As recent studie
esign activities have shown (Hatchuel et al., 2001), the

erm “project” is commonly employed to refer to the
elopment of technical solutions to a list of predefi
pecifications. All the literature on project managem
eals with the issue of coordinating numerous acto
onverge towards common targets and deadlines (Clark
nd Fujimoto, 1991). There are clear differences b

ween traditional project management and the de
pment of a shared platform: in the Renault–Nis
ase, neither the concept of the platform nor its sp
cations were defined:

Would a platform consist of a common architectu
in a series of shared, purchased subsystems?
would the parameters of this common system
Would only jointly purchased components be u
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by both companies? Or would they be developed in
common, or even manufactured in the same plants?

• And if the scope of the platform were to be defined,
what specifications would be adopted? In view of
the very different features of the planned vehicles, as
well as the different markets and regulatory systems
involved, what would the common requirements for
a shared component be?

In order to understand the actual processes and man-
agerial methods Renault and Nissan adopted, we will
distinguish three separate stages. The first consists of
the launch of the collaboration project and the setting
up of coordination devices. The second consists of de-
sign work undertaken by the engineering departments
with a view to appraising the conditions necessary for
using shared components. And the third refers to the
way Renault and Nissan handled emerging problems
and came to an agreement on technical specifications
and joint working methods.

3.1. First phase: planning a joint platform

When the design teams first met in France, they pre-
sented the rough outlines of their planned projects to
each other. Nissan had planned two small cars and de-
tailed studies had already started for the first one. For
Renault, three cars could possibly use the platform:
their palling schedule was not as tight as that of the
Nissan vehicles, but were rather bigger and targeted a
r nese
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on free will rather than on the authority of the main
shareholder. Hence, the collaboration had to be open-
ended and to safeguard a sense of equality between
the partners. These kinds of conditions, it was thought,
would encourage both sides to contribute in their own
fashion. Therefore, neither mutual commitments nor
cost sharing rules were formalised; indeed, both com-
panies were free to back out of the Alliance at any time
should a serious divergence of interests ever come to
light.

In these conditions, both organizational principles
and requirements were limited in scope:

• In organizational terms, work was to be coordinated
among distant teams, which had their own organi-
zational systems, and their own methods, planning
schedules and rules. Merging the teams was not an
option. Both manufacturers wanted to maintain their
autonomy and the Alliance was still too unstable
to sustain a rapid process of integration. However,
the question of the apportionment of tasks remained
open. After some weeks of uncertainty, it was de-
cided to share the work in a way that fit in with the
schedules of both companies. Since the first com-
ponents were set to be produced in Japan, it was
decided that Nissan should be responsible for devel-
oping the world-wide shared components program.
Meanwhile, Renault would be responsible for the
shared components program for markets in Europe.
This simple principle was agreed on for various rea-

ed on
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ather higher level of performance than their Japa
ounterparts. It rapidly became apparent that the w
ase that Nissan was developing was not approp

o Renault’s level of expectations. But there was
nough time to go back to the drawing board and

rom scratch, so Renault’s small and medium wh
ase architecture was adopted instead. Within a
eeks, cross-functional teams (CFTs) were set u

hat experts in specific subsystems could interac
ectly with their counterparts. These CFTs rapidly
ablished a list of components that could potentially
eveloped in common.

However, the target was rather indicative. In fac
as based on assumptions which were far from b
alidated. With memories of its problematic experie
ith Volvo still fresh, Renault was painfully aware

he precariousness of the Alliance. The French m
acturer was adamant that the project should be b
sons: it was acceptable because it was not bas
an evaluation of competencies, and did not req
a formal platform management team. Thus, it p
served a kind of fair balance between partners
maintained the autonomy of both manufacturers
In terms of functional requirements for sha
components, the platform had to support dist
projects; it had to be a means rather than an end.
ther delays (Nissan) nor shortcomings in functio
performances (Renault) to any project would
accepted. Therefore, any shared component w
have to meet simultaneously the requirement
each and every one of the platform’s vehicles. Su
stipulation generated major challenges from a de
point of view: the specifications of the different ve
cles were likely to be contradictory. For instance,
climate control system is generally expected to w
continuously in Japan, with a relatively low rate
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air flow. Conversely, in Europe, the cooling system is
expected to work intermittently, but silently and at a
relatively higher rate of flow. Moreover, the amount
of space in which to install the system varied from
model to model. In these conditions, a common cool-
ing system would have to meet conflicting criteria
and fit into different, very constrained architectures.
In other words, it would have to achieve the highest
targets in a wide range of performance criteria (costs,
volume, loudness, flow, etc.). Accommodating this
raft of constraints called for an innovative design.

But this was only one of the challenges that the plat-
form had to face. Obviously, the constraints were only
partly known since the other vehicles had not yet been
designed. The interdependencies could be difficult to
anticipate and introduce additional complexity. More
generally, designers had no clear idea of the targets to
be achieved in the various projects. The platform was
intended to be used for several consecutive projects
spread over a period of several years: at this point,
designers had to rely on relatively vague hypotheses
concerning performance requirements and the charac-
teristics of the various projects, and these hypotheses
could still change quite significantly.

3.2. Second phase: exploring common purpose
and procedures
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examined. The teams had to provide answers to the
following questions: what does common develop-
ment require in terms of resources and is it appro-
priate to the different environments?

• Secondly, the specifications were difficult to transmit
because they were ambiguous. When it is stipulated
that a fuel tank be safely attached, how should the
specification be translated into concrete solutions? In
this context, the notion of safety can be considered
from several perspectives.
(a) The case of the fuel tanks is instructive. The

cross-functional team had agreed that having a
common fuel tank would be advantageous. Al-
though Renault and Nissan generally used tanks
with different capacities, which were produced
using different industrial processes, both par-
ties arrived at a consensus about the appropri-
ate technological process and a common shape.
By looking for ways of overcoming their differ-
ences, they were even able to improve their re-
spective solutions. But as the development pro-
cess progressed, a problem concerning how the
tank should be fixed in place arose. The manu-
factures disagreed over the definition of a well-
fixed tank and Nissan refused to accept the val-
idation criteria proposed by Renault. In fact,
the Japanese manufacturer wanted to add some
straps to hold the fuel tank in place in the eventu-
ality of an accident. Despite extended joint stud-
ies designed to measure risks and the quality of
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al distances are often adduced to explain problem
merging collaborative projects. Although these

ors have played an important role in the alliance
ween Renault and Nissan, it is probable that the s
cities of the design program were the main obsta
n examination of the difficulties that arose led us

solate three main coordination problems:

Firstly, Renault and Nissan adopted a coordina
model based on the concept of delegation. Ye
be able to delegate, clear, stable and complete
tional specifications are necessary, and as ha
ready been stated, no such specifications had
outlined. Moreover, shared components had to m
the most stringent specifications and be validate
cording to several protocols. Consequently, the
laborative process was less a matter of “platf
development” than a question of exploration: p
conditions for commonality had to be thoroug
the way in which the component was fitted, R
nault took the view that the straps were an exp
sive and useless addition to the basic nuts
bolts system, while Nissan continued to in
that they were necessary. No compromise
possible and the fuel tanks were finally dev
oped separately. This episode demonstrates
particular functionalities can be appraised in
ferent ways, and that validation procedures
be specific to individual manufacturers. The
fore, even when an agreement is reached o
functional specifications to be met, there
be divergences in the way that this should
achieved.

(b) This apparently minor incident reveals
enormous potential for problems to arise
cooperative design processes. When atte
ing to render their design methods compati
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partners inevitably have to deal with contin-
gency. Even when expertise has been established
and appears to be built on firm foundations, it can
appear inadequate when compared to other ap-
proaches. Here, both teams had to justify their
method, especially in terms of their validation
protocols. For instance, to limit the vibrations
in the steering wheel, Renault usually defined a
maximum dynamic rigidity (measured in N/m).
Conversely, Nissan set a maximum frequency
(in Hz): both measurements are valid and rel-
evant. But defining a common specification on
such a basis is a complicated business; in sev-
eral cases, the partners had to apply a double
validation process.

• Lastly, another problem arose in regard to burden
sharing. Despite initial agreement, as design stu-
dies progress, differences in the nature of the work
required to develop various components became ap-
parent. As a result, the apportionment of tasks some-
times seemed unfair. In some cases, the fact that two
manufacturers were working together made the de-
velopment process much more complicated and used
up a good deal of resources. For instance, the cool-
ing system was not an issue in projects undertaken
separately, but it proved to be extremely difficult to
design one for the common platform. In this case,
the manufacturer responsible for development was
willing to go it alone. Conversely, for other com-
ponents, a number of innovative technical solutions
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was now, little by little, taking shape. In other words,
the decision to manufacture a shared component could
not be taken upstream, but only after sufficient infor-
mation and experience had been derived from learning
processes. However, divergent points of view could
emerge and call into question shared technical solu-
tions, the apportionment of tasks, or even the economic
viability of specific collaborative projects. In this last
case, and if a shared component were to be dropped
from the shared platform, then not only would the
physical parameters of the platform evolve, but so too
would those of the actors involved.

3.3. Third phase: tensions and evolutions of initial
settings, drifts or adjustments?

Finally, when compared to initial expectations, the
final percentage of shared components may have ap-
peared disappointing. But should the Renault–Nissan
collaboration be evaluated according such criteria? In
our view, the final diagnostic must be tempered.

• The decision to remove some components from the
common platform can only be seen as a failure if the
decision was perceived as being unfair or unjustified
by one of the partners. Indeed, this did occur, es-
pecially when such decisions were taken late in the
development process. Whenever one of the partners
backed out of a shared component project, the pro-
cess had to be started again from scratch, and any
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were developed. In these instances, both man
turers wanted to develop the components separ
so that they could assimilate the new technol
more efficiently and replicate it on their other
hicles. The cross-segmental commonalities wi
particular models sometimes appeared to be gr
than those between Renault and Nissan. Throug
learning and design processes, both teams reac
deeper understanding of what was hindering the
velopment of a common platform, and were fina
able to isolate and eradicate the problems that
holding them back (shortage of resources, deadl
interference from other interests).

As a result, the two manufacturers were gradu
ble to define specifications, validation criteria,
ource requirements and technical solutions. Whe
nitially, the scope of the platform was uncertain
investment in prototyping, tooling and purchas
was lost. These episodes often led to quite fiery
cussions, especially when one of the partners ba
out late in the process, thus creating the impres
of a waste of effort and resources.
Conversely, the removal of a component from
scope of the platform could be justified when
development appeared too complex or too ri
Indeed, backing out could effectively constitut
wise decision in terms of avoiding unsatisfact
compromises. It should be noted that apportion
areas of the development process to either one o
two partners separately was not necessarily se
a failure. After all, any analysis of the possibility
developing common components may produce
conclusion that risk and expense outweigh proje
benefit and that it would be better to apportion ta
separately.
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• Moreover, it was rare for either of the parties to
back out of a joint project. We observed that both
teams were willing to work with each other in the
design process to find joint solutions. Indeed the
design process was more complex than merely
sharing development costs and required a good
deal of time and effort. In some areas, there was
clearly a shift from a delegation mode to either a
co-development or separate development mode.
But these approaches also created tensions. Various
reasons can be adduced: firstly, in view of the fact
that the initial justification of the joint platform was
to make cost sharing possible, the co-development
approach could have been seen as an unwarranted
compromise, since, in some areas, it pushed up de-
velopment costs considerably due to the complicated
technologies involved and the double validation pro-
cesses necessary to meet requirements. Secondly,
when Renault wanted to apply its own validation
procedures and asked to participate in discussions
with suppliers, Nissan took umbrage, perceiving the
move not only as being indicative as a lack of trust
but also as an unwelcome form of interference.

How, then, should the results of the joint platform
development be evaluated? Clearly, there were some
positive elements. Whatever the success of the initial
platform, the real purpose of the project was to serve
as a vehicle for co-learning processes. Not only did
each partner get to know the other one, but they also
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potential tensions. A Platform Management Team
was set up in 2000 to facilitate these transitions and
to find satisfactory compromises. But sometimes, the
arbitration of the Global Alliance Committee (GAC)
itself (which included top managers) was needed to
endorse and confirm new shared orientations.

Finally, it seems that Renault and Nissan, apart
some very rare crises, succeeded in managing the
various evolutions and adapting both the scope of the
platform and the governance structure in a consistent
way. For instance, once the parties’ interests were
better known, supplier selection rules were clarified.
New structures were created (for example, RNPO and
RNIS in 2001). Finally, the partners were able to jointly
announce, on 30 October 2001, a new phase of their
collaboration, strengthening their mutual involvement,
with Renault increasing its share from 36.8 % to 44%
and Nissan acquiring 15% of the French firm. The
two manufacturers completely safeguarded their oper-
ational autonomy, but the strategic management side
was reinforced through the creation of Renault–Nissan
BV, a joint equity venture constituting the Alliance’s
centre for strategic command and global coordination.

4. Discussion

The Renault–Nissan joint platform development
clearly differs from traditional projects (Hatchuel et al.,
2001) in that its scope, its specifications, and the areas
o ce.
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leared common ground for further collaborations.
nstance, purchasing methods have been standar
nd common procedures to share information se
urthermore, more often than not, Renault and
an developed joint research programs to harmo
heir validation protocols, re-examine their traditio
rocedures and re-build their expertise in some cri
omains.

Therefore, from the point of view of cooperatio
he mere fact that one or other manufacturer backe
f certain specific projects implied neither the fail
or the end of the collaborative process. This
ainly possible thanks to managerial evolutions: e
otential problem generated a number of revision

he “initial conditions”; whenever a component w
emoved from the common scope of the platfo
r the coordination model shifted from delegat

o co-development, it became necessary to ass
,
f expertise required were not identified in advan
n the contrary, they were generated by the proce

ollaboration, whose purpose was to define them
hat sense, traditional economic analysis is inappr
te: it would be almost impossible to compare the
omic advantages or disadvantages of various g
ance structures in a project whose final parameter
et to be determined. Simultaneously, an interpreta
ramed in terms of power, bargaining relationships
utual dependency would be inadequate as a ve

or describing the specificities of the actual proce
nvolved. An interpretation based on relationships,
ilisation and trust-building would be also fall sho

n fact, as we have seen, the decision to put an e
ollaboration on specific projects can result eithe
oint development, in the termination of the relati
hip, or in new forms of cooperation based on rese
uestions based further upstream.
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Indeed, the way in which the collaboration devel-
oped is characterised by two different design processes.
As Hatchuel (1996)argues, relationship dynamics and
learning processes cannot be considered separately. On
the one hand, collaboration results in the specification
of common projects: in 2001, Renault and Nissan de-
fined several issues, including joint projects and com-
mon research questions. On the other, it defines their
relationship in terms of selected common goals.

4.1. A collective joint goal design process

The platform was defined gradually: from initial
projections, the scope of shared component design and
manufacture was refined and functional requirements
specified. Accordingly, coordination mechanisms were
substantially revised: both the shared components and
the joint development approach applied to them were
developed and revised step by step in order to accom-
modate the interests of both Renault and Nissan. But,
paceDoz’s iterative analysis, modifications to initial
expectations and conditions generated by the learning
process are not the only fruit of cooperation. Active
management also plays a crucial role, a role which we
shall examine now.

The cross-functional teams were set up to map con-
ditions for joint development. Each team was given
the assignment of reporting on all factors necessary for
making appropriate decisions concerning whether or
not Renault and Nissan would collaborate on specific
s t the
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(2001)has demonstrated, an “expandable rationality”;
the task of the engineering teams was to expand the
set of possible solutions. In other words, it is never in-
trinsically possible to develop a given component in
common and it is never intrinsically advantageous to
work in tandem. The success of a joint development
project depends on all the design choices, including
organizational choices, made throughout the develop-
ment process (Segrestin et al., 2002).

Accordingly, a common approach to organization
and emerging issues was gradually developed with a
view not only to generating a list of shared compo-
nents, but also to addressing a number of problems that
could not have been solved within the parameters of
the original development platform.

4.2. The construction of a collective identity

Cooperation on the development platform did, how-
ever, produce another outcome. As a matter of fact,
during the cooperation process, a collective identity
emerged. This can be seen in two ways: firstly, a com-
mon goal was constructed; and, secondly, rules and
regulation devices were set up.

• On the one hand, both Renault and Nissan have
learned more about the advantages of collaborating
with each other. Initially, the advantages were
considered “virtual”, but by the end of the process,
common purposes had been defined and both
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hared component projects. It should be noted tha
esult of these preliminary investigations was larg
ependent on a raft of factors, including the way
hich the feasibility study concerning shared com
ents was conducted; the way in which coordina
rinciples were defied; the technical options selec

he suppliers consulted; and, lastly, on validation
ocols. The viability of shared components is not o
onfirmed or invalidated by the studies: shared c
onents have no intrinsic value, but any value the
ave will depend on the way in which the collabo

ion is conducted. In other words, the task of the C
as not to evaluate the feasibility of various solutio
ut to design the components according to a lis
rerequisites. And when difficulties were encounte

he various options were discussed again and ev
lly revised in order to arrive at a satisfactory co
romise. In design activities, there exists, asHatchue
partners had a clear idea of the conditions requ
in order for their involvement in the platform to
beneficial. It was decided that certain compon
and areas of expertise were inappropriate to the
development platform. However, the manufactu
were able to identify potential areas of developm
For instance, the joint development program
them to analyse their validation procedures. In s
areas, the cooperation process clearly prov
an opportunity of reviewing and refining areas
expertise. In this sense, cooperation also contrib
to defining both the group and its potential comm
interests by delimiting the scope of viable comm
projects.
On the other hand, the legitimacy of joint act
was not established from the beginning. Ren
was always careful to invite Nissan to collabor
only insofar it was in line with its own interes
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The manufacturers agreed to take part in projects
on a conditional, case-by-case basis, and it was
stipulated that the collaboration would continue
only if it continued to serve the interests of both
parties. Yet, while there was no mutual liability in
the early stages of cooperation, the process has,
naturally, given rise to areas of conflict. After long
and expensive studies, Nissan could not agree to
Renault changing its requirements or deciding that a
particular component would no longer be part of the
joint platform: what is now accepted as legitimate
behaviour has evolved over time. Here again, we
observed that the process of rule building was
actively managed; indeed, basing its approach on
the results of the learning processes, management
revised the rules step-by-step, leaning either towards
a more explicit form of commitment or a more
open framework. At each stage, the onus was on
fostering the conditions of possibility necessary for
collaboration to flourish. As long as there was no
clear agreement on specifications and coordination
procedures, the parties remained autonomous. In-
troducing explicit cost sharing rules probably would
have created insurmountable difficulties in the early
days of the Alliance. Yet, there came a time – i.e.,
when one of the partners committed itself to large
investments – when these rules had to be clarified.

In this context, management had to be aware of all
the specificities of the various parts of the platform
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any analysis of inter-firm collaboration processes. We
will now examine these factors before moving on to a
discussion of the managerial implications.

5.1. A dual framework

In order to understand the process of collective iden-
tity building, two interrelated design processes must
first be taken into account. In our view, they are both
related to the pioneering work of Chester Barnard on
“formal organization”. What makes a group of indi-
viduals a group or an organization? Barnard defines
an organization as “a system of consciously coordi-
nated activities or forces of two or more persons”.
This system depends on three elements: a willing-
ness to cooperate, a means of communicating, and the
existence of a “common purpose” regarded as legiti-
mate by all the individuals involved. Barnard explicitly
mentions two factors that managers should take into
account.1

5.1.1. Coordination
Most studies on management have addressed the

concept of coordination in the sense defined by
Mintzberg (1981), and, traditionally, managerial ac-
tion refers to mechanisms of coordination to achieve a
common objective. Basically, coordination reflects the
object on which the process of cooperation focuses.
Clearly, it refers to related knowledge and to efficiency
criteria required to specify and concretise this object
f
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nd of the way the studies were progressing. A
orm management approach would not have been
o deal with such a highly volatile situation. Inde
very time tensions emerged, it was due partly to
act that there was a degree of incompatibility betw
he legitimising framework and the design proble
ncountered.

. Towards a renewed analytical framework

Bearing these points in mind, how can we best de
he identity of the Alliance? What kind of framewo
s best suited to preserving the identity of the two
ies while at the same time encouraging the emerg
f a new one? Which theoretical concept can take
ccount both autonomous activities and interdepen
ies? It appears that two factors must be consider
rom a collective point of view (Hatchuel, 1996). Or-
anizational mechanisms that support coordinatio
elated to job sharing modalities, prescription, and
orting and control systems, as well as to interact
nd collective learning devices.

But as an analytical tool, coordination in and of
elf is inadequate, since it does not take into acc
ither the willingness of the actors to participate

he legitimacy of the “common purpose” in which th
ight or might not become involved. Using coordi

ion mechanisms in isolation from all other factors
ould be impossible to distinguish a centralised

rom a centralised network of suppliers, or even fr

1 Other authors have suggested quite similar actors, e.g.Grandor
2001), Sobrero and Schrader (1998). Similarly, in a discussion of le
al functions, Salbu makes a distinction betweencoordinationfunc-

ions andcontrol functions (Salbu, 1997).
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a sports team. Consequently, a second factor must be
considered if the nature of relationships and what dis-
tinguishes a collective from a collection of individuals
is to be properly understood.

5.1.2. Cohesion
The second factor, which we shall refer to as “cohe-

sion”, has also been the focus of a substantial amount of
attention in various academic fields. Economists study
governance structures as a means of organizing incen-
tives and aligning interests in accordance with a com-
mon goal. But more generally, as Barnard has pointed
out, an order-giving or governance structure is effec-
tive only insofar as it is legitimate. In other words,
it must be understandable and acceptable. Collective
action requires a system of legitimacy, as defined by
Laufer (2000), Laufer and Burlaud (1997): an agree-
ment concerning acceptable means of settling possi-
ble disputes. Cohesion is therefore the framework that
makes it possible for collective action to take place.
In this respect, legal procedures play a dominant role:
while it is true that there may be various sources of
cohesion within a group, private regulation systems
are not alternatives to the legal system, although they
can be enabled and organized by it (Serverin, 2000).
Moreover, from a methodological point of view, for-
mal rules and legal devices are very often defined and
studied as tangible instruments of cohesion: it is fre-
quently assumed that the cohesion of partnerships can
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Table 1
The two dimensions of cooperation

Coordination Cohesion

Refers to:
Object, problems, concepts Common purpose
Knowledge and competencies Preferences and interests
Efficiency criteria System of legitimacy

Instrumented by:
Job sharing Agreement on means to

settle disputes
Prescription, monitoring, reporting Entering and leaving

conditions
Collective learning devices Risks assumptions,

results sharing
Decision legitimacy

• The aim of coordination is to build common purpose
(platforms, joint opportunities and related capabili-
ties).

• The aim of cohesion is to create to conditions of pos-
sibility for collective action by building a common
legitimate purpose and a system of legitimacy, which
enables partners to agree on a common purpose and
on the rules governing it, however open-ended they
might be. Partners need some kind of framework, of-
fering certain guarantees, before committing them-
selves. In the Alliance, the primary guarantee was
the possibility of leaving the partnership. However,
at the same time, both partners were aware that col-
laboration would give rise to a number of mutual
liabilities.

The preceding section demonstrates that both de-
sign processes are interdependent and have to be
managed consistently. Both factors have progressively
been shaped and their evolutions characterise the
Alliance’s cooperative itinerary.

• Initially (position 1 in Fig. 1), the creation of the
Alliance was motivated by a willingness to exploit
potential synergies. The joint platform project was
launched to explore these synergies and the condi-
tions in which they could be achieved. At this stage,
cohesion was very open-ended and unstable: top
managers from both Nissan and Renault continu-
ally stressed the importance of brand autonomy, and

nal
mal
d. It
e schematically described in reference to the r
efining the conditions of entry into or exit from the

he rules defining results or opportunities and the a
sis of sharing procedures or risk assumption, and
ules that define who is allowed to take what kind
ecision.

At this stage, we can consider that any collec
dentity is likely to be analysed according to these
actors. They are summarized inTable 1.

.2. The co-evolution of coordination and
ohesion

Whereas in more traditional organizations or in
rm relationships, at least one of the two factors
cribed above is likely to be defined and stable,
enault–Nissan Alliance is characterised by the

hat both are precarious.
both firms were anxious to maintain their operatio
freedom. It was decided that the creation of a for
decision-making structure should be postpone
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was only in January 2000 that a Platform Manage-
ment Team was set up.

• As a result of the learning processes, coordination
(the scope of the platform and the coordination
mechanisms required to develop it) was modified to
take into account the interests of both manufacturers.
But at the same time, the joint project was a means
of mapping the interests of both parties and identi-
fying critical issues as new strategic goals emerged.
Both common purpose and collective identity were
shaped by the collaborative process. Different paths
were followed:
i. Partners were able to find satisfactory solutions

to the problems encountered in developing
shared components, even if revisions to job
sharing rules proved necessary. Rules governing
risk analysis and cost sharing were established
at the beginning of development phases. The
partners then embarked on more traditional
co-development processes (position 2,Fig. 1).

ii. Partners learned about the kind of areas of
expertise and resources required for a successful
co-development project. Whenever the use
of such resources was incompatible with the
strategy of one of the partners, the project for a
particular shared component was abandoned and
coordination and cohesion were modified ac-
cordingly (position 3,Fig. 1). But new issues that
the partners wanted to explore jointly also arose
(for example, model crash tests highlighting the

s,
oint
arch

program, with coordination reoriented towards
more exploratory issues requiring a distinctive
cohesion framework (position 4,Fig. 1).

In this respect, although it was very difficult to
predict outcomes, the process was closely supervised
and directed by the management: technical choices
and decisions relative to coordination mechanisms
were made according to perceptions about how the
respective interests of Renault and Nissan would
be served by collaborating on the platform. But no
thoroughgoing evaluation of the interests of the two
manufacturers was carried out upstream, and, in
that sense, the purpose of the preliminary studies
was to define potential problems as well as potential
opportunities for each partner. Cohesion was then
modified transversally in order to take coordination
into account. At the same time, the joint project was a
means of strengthening common purpose: the platform
development helped to identify what was not relevant
for the Alliance and to specify its legitimacy.

5.3. Managing the interplay between coordination
and cohesion

In this context, how can we best interpret the role
of management in the collective identity building pro-
cess? The role of the Platform Management Team was
not to define the kind of contribution the two manu-
facturers would make to the collaboration. In fact, the
T
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the collective goal was not characterised by j
development, but became, rather, a joint rese

Fig. 1. The dynamic of the Alliance.
eam had two different tasks:

Firstly, management was responsible for coord
tion, or, in other words, for modifying the scope
the common platform and of job sharing decisi
making procedures as and when the legitimac
the collaboration was affected by its various ev
tions. The learning process was further stimula
by defining the risk of either party backing out
specific joint projects downstream and by com
ring methods, standards and validation protocol
this respect, we interpret the platform developm
as a means of exploring potential common intere
and identifying potentials for shared learning ex
riences and new (research) projects that could b
benefit to both manufacturers.
Secondly, management had to adapt the c
sion factor in line with the progress of the st
ies. Whereas predefined rules governing mu
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commitment or cost sharing introduced upstream
may well have been fatal to the entire collaboration
process, such rules proved necessary once the learn-
ing processes were underway. The major issue was
how to define not only the conditions of possibility
for collaborative action, but also how both manufac-
turers could be allowed to revise their own strategic
intentions and commitments on a stage-by-stage ba-
sis in line with the learning processes.

The main issue is the existence of a dynamic man-
agement able to continuously adjust coordination and
cohesion (Segrestin, 2003). It seems that, apart from
very occasional crises, Renault and Nissan, were able
to manage this evolution over time and adapt both the
scope of the platform and the governance structure in
a consistent way.

6. Conclusion

This case study shows how an inter-organizational
relationship has to be managed in order to build a col-
lective identity around a consistent “common purpose”.
Neither governance structures nor joint projects were
determined in advance and the role of the management
consisted of monitoring both these design processes.

These conclusions lead us to a discussion of some
of the prevalent ideas in the literature.
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Fig. 2. A typology of partnerships.

firm would constitute a group in which cohesion is
stable, but whose nature can be very open-ended.
Conversely, negotiation refers to a precise object,
but also implies a high degree of uncertainty insofar
as partners and the rules of cohesion are concerned.
These situations are relatively familiar. But, during
its first two years, the Renault–Nissan Alliance con-
stituted a different configuration: a partnership in
which both collective identity and common goals
were ill-defined.

Our analysis highlights a very specific form of “hy-
brid organization”, one destined to mutate continually.
This “mutational entity”, which we term anexploratory
partnership, has succeeded, in a manner specific to it-
self, in taking into account its own particularities.

In this paper, we have discussed a number of the
managerial implications of our analytical framework.
While these mutational identities are important in the
economic sphere, they may have even broader implica-
tions at the institutional level. It would be legitimate to
ask whether a new kind of legal framework, something
along the lines of a new form of partnership or corpora-
tion, might be appropriate for this type of organization.
Business law arrangements are often heavily criticized
for their formalism and rigidity. Yet, contractual free-
dom allows actors total flexibility in terms of defining
status. This is effectively the kind of freedom Renault
gave Nissan. But most of the legal devices and working
arrangements employed by the Alliance were chosen
i c to
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q ght
great deal of attention to the stability and longe
of inter-firm relationships as indicators of su
cess. We may, however, question whether st
ity or longevity can be considered indicators
success irrespective of the context and purpos
the relationships. As noted elsewhere (Marshall and
Segrestin, 2002), prevalent definitions of succe
can be misleading (Arino and Doz, 2000; Koza an
Lewin, 2000). The case we studied shows that
termination of an IOR does not imply that is h
failed if the common purpose consists precisel
exploring possible joint interests.
Secondly, the discussion of this case shows th
new form of organizational entity has been de
oped.Fig. 2illustrates various forms of relationshi
defined within the framework outlined in this artic
a sale transaction corresponds to a well-defined
ject on both the coordination and cohesion axe
n order to produce solutions to problems specifi
articular transactions or projects. None of them w
xplicitly designed for “mutational partnerships”. T
uestion of whether, from a policy perspective, it mi
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not be helpful to define a legal framework in which the
transformation of a group and its purpose could be or-
ganized is an interesting one. For example, in this type
of collaboration, it could be compulsory to establish
procedures for defining a contingent and conditional
horizon of the scope of the partnership. The go-
vernance structure could also require the implementa-
tion of specific procedures and techniques for ensuring
that the relationship between coordination and co-
hesion remained stable. Such a framework would
doubtless help to keep conflicts to a minimum and
ensure the partnership’s survival. It would also make
the joint exploration of new business opportunities a
less complicated process. The question of whether the
success of the Renault–Nissan Alliance could only
have been achieved through managerial innovations, or
whether it might also have been achieved through a new
legal form of partnership is a central issue for policy
makers.
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